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ABSTRAC
CT
Snow ava
alanche risk assessments
a
are
a applied in planning for residential arreas, energy corridors, tran
nsportation
corridors, industrial sites
s, ski area ex
xpansions, as well as for o
operational deccisions for wo
ork sites, ski a
areas and
commercia
al backcountry
y recreation. While many of these asssessments are
e qualitative, some are qu
uantitative.
Increasing
gly, uncertainty
y has become an explicit parrt of snow ava
alanche risk asssessments. S
Sources of unccertainty in
snow avalanche risk ass
sessments incllude weather, climate, snowp
pack, vegetatio
on, terrain, as well as the exxposure of
d things of valu
ue. We review strategies for reducing
r
uncerrtainty in the asssessment proccess including the use of
people and
independe
ent predictive methods as well
w
as review
ws. To reduce
e the frequenccy of death a
and damage frrom snow
avalanches, analytical methods such as
s non-exceeda
ance probabilitie
es can ensure that much of the uncertainty lies below
the applic
cable threshold
d of acceptable risk. Finally
y, we summariize strategies for communiccating uncertainty about
avalanches to the risk ow
wner.
RÉSUMÉ
ns la planifica
L'évaluatio
on des risques
s d'avalanche de neige sont appliqués dan
ation pour les zzones résidentielles, les
couloirs de
e l'énergie, des
s corridors de transport,
t
des sites industrie ls, des expanssions de station
ns de ski, ainsi que pour
les décisio
ons opérationn
nelles pour les sites de trava
ail, les domaine
es skiables et les loisirs de montagne com
mmerciale.
Alors que beaucoup de ces évaluatio
ons sont qualittatifs, certains sont quantitattive. De plus e
en plus, l'incertitude est
devenue une
u
partie exp
plicite de l'éva
aluation des ris
sques d'avalan
nche de neige
e. Les sources d'incertitude
e dans les
évaluations de risque d'avalanche de
e neige dont le
es conditions météorologiques, le climat, le manteau neigeux, la
végétation
n, le terrain, ainsi que l'expo
osition des pe
ersonnes et de
es choses de valeur. Nous passons en rrevue des
stratégies pour réduire l'incertitude
l
da
ans le processus d'évaluation
n, y compris l'utilisation dess méthodes de
e prévision
indépenda
ants ainsi que des
d examens. Pour réduire la
a fréquence de
e la mort et les dommages ca
ausés par les a
avalanches
de neige, les
l méthodes d'analyse
d
telles
s que les proba
abilités non-dép
uvent veiller à ce que la maje
eure partie
passement peu
de l'incertiitude se situe en dessous du
u seuil applica
able de risque acceptable. Enfin, nous résumons les stra
atégies de
communic
cation de l'incerrtitude sur les avalanches
a
au propriétaire du
u risque.

1

INTR
RODUCTION

The International Standards organiz
zation defines uncertainty as
a “the state, even partiall, of deficienc
cy of
information
n related to, understanding or
o knowledge of
o an
event, its consequence, or likelihood
d.” (ISO Guide
e 73
2009). Uncertainty is an inherent part of snow avalanche
risk manag
gement and ca
annot be eliminated, only redu
uced.
It is presen
nt at all stages of the risk management proc
cess,
including data gatherin
ng, analysis, assessment and
m
(Morgan and Henrion
n 1990; Vick 20
002).
decision making
Accommod
dating uncertaiinty begins by first acknowled
dging
its existen
nce, then red
ducing it whe
en practical, communicating
g the irreduc
cible uncertainty and accommodating iti in decisions.
The ob
bjective of this paper is to
t provide a brief
overview of
o the sources
s of uncertainties encountere
ed in
avalanche hazard and risk
r
assessments and to dis
scuss
the most commonly
c
used
d strategies for handling it.
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SOURCES OF
F UNCERTAIN
NTY

Avala
anche risk ressults from the diverse and m
multi-scale
intera
actions of weatther and climatte, terrain, snow
wpack and
peop le or property. Each of these domains contrribute their
ainties to the a
avalanche haza
ard or risk
own set of uncerta
assesssment processs. In this secction we briefly discuss
exam
mples of sourcces of uncertaiinty from each
h of these
doma
ains.
2.1

Weather and cclimate

ng depends h
heavily on
Shortt-term avalancche forecastin
foreca
asted weath
her,
which involves
uncertainty.
Unce
ertainty increasses with the le
ead time of the weather
foreca
ast. The range
e in a weather p
parameter also
o becomes
widerr as greater spatial areass are conside
ered. For
exam
mple, if 10 cm o
of snow is foreccast overnight, the range
of ex pected precipittation is narrow
wer for a smalll ski resort
than ffor a forecast rregion of 30,00
00 km2.

Change
es in climate
e are causing
g changes to the
snowpack in mountain areas
a
of the no
orthern hemisp
phere
(e.g., Bella
aire et al. 201
13; Eckert et al.
a 2013). Rec
cords
from the la
ast 40 to 70 ye
ears show the length of the snow
s
season in some alpine regions is sho
ortening and snow
s
heights arre decreasing,, especially att lower elevattions.
When run for the next 35
3 to 85 years, combined climate
pack models suggest
s
these trends
t
will continue
and snowp
(e.g. Caste
ebrunet et al. 2014).
2
In the Alps
A
of France
e, Eckert et al. (2013) show
w that
there are trends towards more we
et avalanches and
r
distances towards valley botttoms.
shorter runout
However, winters with extreme
e
avalan
nches running long
distances remain possib
ble. Canadian studies of trrends
over the la
ast 40 to 50 ye
ears (Bellaire et al. 2013; Siniickas
et al. 2015) do not sho
ow a convincin
ng decrease in
n the
nches threate
ening
frequency or runout of avalan
ure in the vallley bottom. Other
O
than a trend
t
infrastructu
towards shallower
s
sno
owpack with more melt-frreeze
crusts, litttle is known about
a
snowpa
ack and avalanche
trends at the elevation
ns currently popular
p
for winter
w
recreation.
It is im
mportant that anyone involved in avalanche
planning stay
s
informed regarding clima
ate change and
d any
observed or
o predicted tre
ends in avalanches, and consider
the associated uncerttainty in the
eir reports. Such
S
uncertainty
y could affect any results or
o conclusions that
have been
n derived using contemporary
y methods base
ed on
historical records.
r
2.2

ain
Terra

When esttimating the extreme runoutt from a particular
path or the
e risk to a skierr descending a path, the terra
ain is
fixed. How
wever, there is variability and
d hence uncerttainty
when cons
sidering the av
valanche terrain
n for a backcountry
skier durin
ng a day. For example, the se
everity of the te
errain
varies alo
ong a route ra
ated Complex
x according to
o the
avalanche terrain expos
sure scale (ATES; Statham et
e al.
2006). Als
so, when plann
ning a transporrtation corridorr, the
risk will vary
v
between the centre and sides of a path
where it crosses
c
the co
orridor (Schae
erer 1989). He
ence,
uncertainty
y increases when
w
greater ranges of tim
me or
space are considered.
2.3

wpack
Snow

k properties and hence the
t
probability
y of
Snowpack
triggering vary strongly over terrain (Schweizer et
e al.
ure 1). For ex
xample, triggerring often beco
omes
2008; Figu
more likely
y where a sla
ab is relatively thin (over a weak
w
layer). Also, thicker slabs
s often release
e wider avalanc
ches,
resulting in larger and
d more destru
uctive avalanc
ches.
Further, th
he properties off the weak laye
ers that release
e the
slabs also vary over terrrain, and can vary
v
critically within
w
m
(e.g. Campbell
C
and
d Jamieson 2007;
2
several metres
Schweizerr et al. 2008). These are ju
ust three exam
mples
illustrating that the snowpack is a major sourc
ce of
uncertainty
y for avalanche
e forecasting and
a for backcountry
risk assessments while travelling
t
over snow in avalanche
terrain.

wn height and b
bed surface fo
or this slab
Figurre 1. The crow
avala
anche are varia
able and hence
e illustrate unccertainty in
snow
wpack propertie
es within a sing
gle avalanche sstart zone.
B. Ja
amieson photo.
Fo
or land-use pl anning, the sn
nowpack properties can
also b
This can be illu
ustrated by
be a source off uncertainty. T
a fattal avalanche
e accident tha
at occurred a
along BC
Highw
way 16 about 45 km west o
of Terrace, BC
C (Stethem
and S
Schaerer 1979
9, p. 89-92). A café had bee
en built 60
metre
es west of an obvious course taken
n through
conife
erous forest by slower wet avalanchess. On 22
Janua
ary 1974, a fasst dry avalanch
he took a differe
ent course
throu gh the coniferrous forest and
d killed seven people in
d that the
the ccafé. The acccident investigation revealed
coursse of fast dry avalanches ha
ad a return pe
eriod of 15
yearss, but was unkn
nown to the inittial planners.
2.4

People

e time of an avvalanche, peop
ple may be in unexpected
At the
place
es. For example, people mayy be in closed
d zones of
ski a
areas, stopped
d in no stoppiing zones on roads, or
skiing
g where a guide directed them
m not to go.
Al so, people’s pe
erception of the
e relevant enviironmental
factorrs including terrain, theirr assessmentt of the
condiitions (McClung 2002; McCammon 20
002), and
subse
equent actionss are sources o
of uncertainty.
W
While some of these sourcess of uncertaintyy such as
weath
her are externa
al to an avalancche safety ope
eration, the
uncerrtainty associa
ated with the
e movement of people
within
n an operation
nal area can be
e internal. Red
ducing the
uncerrtainty associa ted with human perception in
n decisionmakin
ng often requirres considerablle effort.
3

TYPES OF UN
NCERTAINTY

discuss how the various approaches used in
To d
avala
anche hazard and risk a
assessments deal with
uncerrtainty, it is usseful to disting
guish between
n aleatoric
and e
epistemic unce
ertainty. Follow
wing Der Kiure
eghian and
Ditlevvsen (2009) an
nd Ang (2011), we define the two types
of unccertainty as folllows:
Aleatoric uncerrtainty refers tto the uncertaiinty that is
due tto the natural vvariability or ra
andomness of a complex
syste
em that are
e beyond tthe current scientific
unde rstanding of the phenomenon
n. The outcome
e of a coin
nly be predicte
ed probabilistically, is a
toss, which can on
classsic example o
of aleatoric un
ncertainty. Exa
amples of
oric uncertain
nty in avalan
nche risk asssessments
aleato
includ
de small scale
e variations of weather and snowpack

characteristics over mountainous terrain (e.g., Schweizer
et al. 2008). Aleatoric uncertainty cannot be reduced, but
needs to be incorporated in avalanche hazard and risk
assessments by using a probabilistic assessment
framework.
Epistemic uncertainty arises from lack of knowledge
that is within the current scientific understanding of the
phenomenon. In other words, this type of uncertainty is
due to aspects of the system that could be known in
principle, but are unknown due to limitations in
assessment methods or resources. Examples of sources
of epistemic uncertainty are observations of limited extent
or detail and assessment methods that knowingly neglect
the effects of certain contributing factors or combine
factors in a way that does not accurately represent reality
(Morgan and Henrion 1990, p. 67-69). If operationally
feasible, epistemic uncertainty can potentially be reduced
by gathering more data or refining models (Der Kiureghian
and Ditlevsen 2009).
Vick (2002 p. 38) proposes that in quantitative
assessments, epistemic uncertainty can be included as a
subjective term for the prior probability. An avalanche
hazard assessment can, for example, include epistemic
uncertainty due to snowpack observations of limited depth
that did not capture the presence of a critical weak layer
at the base of a deep snowpack. However, this approach
fails in assessments that do not recognize key
characteristics of the hazard or risk. Because scenarios or
important elements of a hazard situation might be missed,
epistemic uncertainty has the potential to fundamentally
affect the choice of appropriate mitigation measures (Ang
2011).
In qualitative assessments, epistemic uncertainty can
only be rated qualitatively. For example, avalanche
professionals commonly describe their perception of how
well their observations and resulting hazard assessment
represent the existing situation with qualitative confidence
ratings such as low, moderate or high (Fischhoff and
Kadvany, 2011, p. 126-127).
While there are other ways to partition uncertainty into
different types (e.g., Spiegelhalter and Riesch 2011) and
there is debate about the precise distinction between
aleatoric and epistemic uncertainty (e.g., Der Kiureghian
and Ditlevsen 2009; Vick 2002), we believe that the
classification outlined above offers a valuable framework
for systematically addressing uncertainty in avalanche
hazard and risk assessments.
4

STRATEGIES FOR REDUCING EPISTEMIC
UNCERTAINTY

Avalanche hazard and risk assessment and some aspects
of mitigation involve reducing epistemic uncertainty.
Specifically, McClung and Schaerer (2006 p. 149) define
the goal of avalanche forecasting in terms of minimizing
uncertainty about the instability of the snowpack and
include methods for reducing uncertainty. General
strategies for reducing the epistemic uncertainty in both
short and long term hazard and risk assessments include:
1. Identifying knowledge gaps early in the assessment
process and seeking specific information to reduce the
gaps.

2. Applying independent methods in the same assessment.
3. Seeking independent expert opinions of hazard or risk
such as peer reviews or guidance from other
processes such as decision aids (McCammon and
Haegeli 2007).
The estimates or opinions from the different methods (2)
and different experts (3) can be combined with greater
weight assigned to methods or opinions with less
uncertainty. Using runout estimation as an example,
Jamieson and Sinickas (2015) argue that in some North
American avalanche paths, vegetation boundaries (trim
lines) have less uncertainty than estimates from dynamic
models, and therefore trim lines should be assigned more
weight in the estimation of runout.
5

STRATEGIES FOR CONSIDERING
UNCERTAINTY IN ASSESSMENTS

This section summarizes strategies for considering
uncertainty and reaching appropriately conservative
decisions and designs.
5.1

Safety factor

The safety factor is the ratio of structural capacity to the
allowable load (e.g., Beer and Johnston 1981, p. 23). It is
widely used in geotechnical assessments of slope
stability. Higher ratios are safer in that they allow for
greater uncertainty in the load including variations over
time and space. While safety factors based on slope
failures and laboratory tests have been published in
design codes for soil and rock slopes, they have not been
published for snow slopes likely because snowpack
properties vary more strongly over space and time.
Safety factors for snow pressure and avalanche
impact on structures are needed, but few have been
published (e.g., WSL-SLF 2007, p. 54). In some cases, a
high value for a variable such as flow density (or low value
for a variable such as friction) is used “for safety”. For
example, Jóhannesson et al. (2008) propose a flow
density of 300 kg m-3 for large dry avalanches in the
runout zone. Often, the avalanche consultant and
structural engineer (or geotechnical engineer for
earthworks) must decide on a safety factor based on their
knowledge of the uncertainty, especially for the loads
applied by the design avalanches.
5.2

Non-exceedance probabilities

When the statistical distribution of a random variable used
in risk or hazard assessment is modeled, 50 % of its
values will be less than or equal to the median (which is
close to the mean for approximately symmetric
distributions). Hence, the median has a non-exceedance
probability of 0.5. In some avalanche assessments, it
advantageous to apply a higher non-exceedance
probability to a particular variable. For example, a nonexceedance probability of 0.8 may be applied for
statistical runout estimation, which means that only 20 %
of the paths in the range have relatively longer extreme
runouts (e.g. McClung and Mears 1991). When risk or

hazard ca
an be modeled as a statisttical distributio
on, a
higher non
n-exceedance probability implies lower ha
azard
or risk to th
he elements off value, i.e. greater safety.
In Figu
ure 2, a Mon
nte Carlo simulation is use
ed to
display the
e quantitative uncertainty
u
of a truck being hit
h on
a hypothetical haul road
d. The figure also
a
shows the
e risk
for a non-exceedance prrobability of 0.90, which could be
used for ev
valuating whether the risk is acceptable.
a
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Ris
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Figure 2. Monte Carlo simulation off risk of deatth to
uck drivers on
n a hypothetic
cal haul road for
f a
logging tru
mine (Jam
mieson and Jones, in preparattion). The risk is the
product off the simulated
d probability of
o a truck bein
ng hit
(triangular distribution with mean 0.024) times the
PERT
simulated vulnerability of the drrivers (beta-P
distribution
n with mean 0.09).
0
The Mo
onte Carlo me
ethod
allows qua
antitative uncertainty to be displayed, and used
to calcula
ate an accepttable risk in terms of a nonexceedanc
ce probability greater
g
than 0.5
5.
5.3

STRATEGIES
S FOR COMMU
UNICATING
UNCERTAINT
TY

ertainty is an important pa
art of hazard and risk
Unce
assesssments. Hencce, it should be
e explicitly communicated
to th e risk owner (ISO 2010), and others in
nvolved in
assesssing hazard a
and risk (Morga
an and Henrion 1990, p.
39).
6.1

Communicatin
ng quantitative uncertainty

ntitative uncertainty is offten expresse
ed as a
Quan
confid
dence interval as in traditiona
al statistical analysis. For
exam
mple, Haegeli e
et al. (2014) fin
nd that airbagss increase
the p
probability of su
urvival by an avverage of 11 p
percentage
pointss (from 78 % to 89 %) and the 95 % cconfidence
intervval for the inccrease is 4 to
o 18 percentag
ge points.
Confiidence intervals can also be displayed g
graphically,
typica
ally as whiskerrs (e.g. Figure 3
3).

gin of safety
Marg

ety also has a qualitative
q
defin
nition
While the margin of safe
ering (e.g., Bee
er and Johnsto
on 1981, p. 23
3), its
in enginee
typical use
e in operationa
al avalanche riisk assessmen
nts is
more qualitative and refe
ers to the additiional caution due to
uncertainty
y that lies beyond the ex
xpected avalanche
hazard or risk. For example, whe
en the snow
wpack
variability increases uncertainty in the triggering
y and hence av
valanche risk, a greater marg
gin of
probability
safety is used
u
to select terrain
t
for hum
man activity suc
ch as
recreation. Since the unc
certainty canno
ot be fully know
wn or
quantified,, it is sometimes managed by
b adding a margin
of safety, which can decrease the frequency an
nd/or
severity off avalanche accidents (but does not eliminate
them). This margin of safety may be de
escribed in term
ms of
space or time, e.g. waiiting an extra day for the storm
s
t
20 m back from
m the
snow to stabilize, or travelling
(uncertain)) top of the slope.
s
Sometim
mes the margin of
safety is la
abelled in relattive terms such
h as low, mode
erate
or high. Th
he margin of sa
afety is the qua
alitative analogue to
choosing a non-exceedance probability
y greater than 0.5.
0
5.4

o the most con
nservative voicce. Teams
safetyy by yielding to
of ex perts can seekk a consensus, or veto poten
ntially risky
option
ns. For avalanche safetyy operations such as
backccountry ski g
guiding, individual routes are often
discu
ussed and then
n “opened” or “closed” for g
guiding for
day. Some ope
erations prefer that these decisions be
the d
made
e in face-to-facce meetings rather than by ra
adio in the
field.

m decision-mak
king
Team

ent thinking in a team environ
nment is a valu
uable
Independe
method to
o ensure unce
ertainty is considered, infreq
quent
outcomes are not overloo
oked, and to maintain
m
a marg
gin of

Figurre 3. The rrisk graph sshows the quantitative
uncerrtainty in ann
nual probabilitty and vulnerrability as
whiskkers (confiden
nce intervals)) for two hyypothetical
scena
arios: a densse flow avalanche and a powder
avala
anche that thre
eaten a ski liftt tower. The d
dense flow
scena
ario has lowe
er probability of impact an
nd greater
vulne
erability, where as the powderr avalanche sce
enario has
highe
er probability a
and lower vulnerability. Since
e diagonal
lines such as the da
ashed line reprresent a consta
ant level of
product of prob
bability of impa
act and vulnera
ability), the
risk (p
dense
e flow scen
nario – espe
ecially consid
dering its
uncerrtainty – constitutes higher rissk to the tower.

Example of
o quantifying uncertainty fo
or planning: Siize 3
and larger avalanches are not expe
ected to reach
h the
parking lott with a return period less tha
an 30 years (an
nnual
non-excee
edance probabiility 1:30 y).
6.2

alitative uncerta
ainty
Communicating qua

e uncertainty can
c
be commu
unicated in at least
Qualitative
three ways
s:
1. Use of a finite orderred list of leve
els, in which fewer
f
classes
s (i.e., lowe
er resolution) implies gre
eater
uncerta
ainty. Example
es: avalanche
e likelihood (very
unlikely
y, unlikely, possible, likely
y, almost cerrtain)
(Statham et al. 2010a) or avalanche size (McClung
g and
er 2006, p. 322).
3
More cla
asses (i.e., gre
eater
Schaere
resolution) imply less
s uncertainty. Also,
A
the indiv
vidual
s can be labe
eled with word
ds like “typica
al” or
classes
“nomina
al” to further highlight the
t
deficiency
y in
knowled
dge and hence
e communicate uncertainty.
2. Stating or displaying the
t applicable range
r
of a variable.
ample, avalanc
ches ranging fro
om Size 2 to 3 can
For exa
be displayed graphica
ally as a whiske
er, or the lengtth (or
o a rectangle, or axes of a blob with a co
onvex
width) of
perimetter, keeping in
n mind that th
he axes repre
esent
ordinal variables (Stattham et al. 2010b, Figure 4).
p
outcom
mes, e.g. wind
d slab or storm slab
3. List of possible
avalanc
ches could occur today.

6.3

Knowledge ba
ase

e epistemic un
ncertainty arise
es from the assumptions
Since
behin
nd a model or process and limitation
ns in the
unde rlying data (Avven and Renn 2014), these ssources of
uncerrtainty should be communiccated to the risk owner.
For e
example, “the 1
10 year runout is based on a
an analysis
of triim lines in ve
egetation and 20 years off historical
recorrds from the De
epartment of Highways. Longer records
would
d reduce the uncertainty in the 10-year rrunout but
were not available.””
7

SUMMARY

w avalanche rissk assessmen
nts are used in
n planning
Snow
for d iverse types o
of land use ass well as for short-term
ational decisio
ons for ski are
eas, backcoun
ntry travel,
opera
etc. N
Nowadays, uncertainty is oftten explicitly in
ncluded in
risk a
uncertainty ca
an include
assessments. Sources of u
weath
her, climate, sn
nowpack, huma
an perception, as well as
the sseverity of avvalanche terrain to which p
people are
expossed to the hazzard over time and space. W
While there
are many strateg
gies for redu
ucing uncerta
ainty, one
imporrtant strategy is to identify kknowledge gap
ps early in
the a
assessment pro
ocess and see
ek additional in
nformation
to red
duce the gapss. The explicit inclusion of u
uncertainty
can be used in ssafety marginss and non-exxceedance
proba
abilities to ensu
ure much of th
he uncertainly in risk lies
below
w the accepttable level. A
Additional me
ethods for
comm
municating unccertainty to the
e risk owner a
and others
includ
de stating a liist of possible
e outcomes, providing a
range
e of values, and
d non-exceeda
ance probabilities.
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